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PE NEWS

Sport Start Event, organised and led by Easington 
School Sport Partnership, in conjunction with 
Durham university. Pupils took part in Parachute 
games, football, dance, skittles, table tennis and arts 
and crafts and thoroughly enjoyed their day out.
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HEADTEACHER COMMENTS

This term has been an exciting term with lots of lovely opportunities such as resident
Playful Tiger theatre experience and astronomer visits. We must thank all friends, family and carers for the 
ongoing support of the school and wish you all a Happy Christmas and a joyful and healthy New Year.

S2A

This term we been working really 
hard during our ASDAN sessions to 
improve our independent living 
skills, we have also experienced 
lots of different types of therapies 
such as TAC-PAC, Yoga and many 
more. All of the boys have taken on 
these new tasks and challenges 
with the enthusiasm that has come 
to be expected of them. We hope 
all the boys in S2a have a fanatic 
Christmas break and a happy new 
year!

P1CE

This term we visited Hexham Abbey as 
part of our Religious Education. Zoe, 
the educational officer showed us 
around and took us on a sensory trail in 
the Abbey. Students enjoyed the
experience; listening to the history of 
the Abbey, feeling and exploring the 
historical features e.g. the stone work, 
the special seat, the door and the key 
as well as the fountain. Zoe also told us 
the Christmas Story.

P2 S1CE

S1CE have had a great first term back to school. We 
have really enjoyed the Options lessons when we get 
to learn with friends from other senior classes. We 

sporting games and basic cooking skills. We have 
taken part in an external sporting event through the 
Pentalon organisation bowling. We all received 
medals and a certificate. We used our Maths skills to 
count how many coins we knocked down and how 
many were left.  We loved Maths Week playing the 
cups game was our favourite!

British Bake
numeracy lessons. We have had fun weighing, 
measuring and mixing in teams to be crowned 

Children 
in Need cake!

GOVERNOR NEWS

We reach the end of the Autumn term with wonderful 

been in to see the pupils in the various assemblies and 
our fabulous nativity and Christmas celebrations.

We would like to take this opportunity, however to say 
a huge thank you to one of our parents, Amy Norton 
who has stepped down as a governor.  Amy has spent 
many hours in school working, as we do, on 

achievements.   She has been extremely committed 
and supportive to Villa Real School, and we wish her 
well.

We would like to wish the staff, pupils, parents, carers 
and families a very Happy Christmas.

From the Governing Body

CAKE SALE AND CHRISTMAS FAYRE

We raised a fabulous £100 for Children in Need Day 
this year. We had a plethora of fabulous costumes 
including a Mad Hatter, Rapunzel and Snow White 
and all her dwarfs! Each class took part in the Great 
Villa Real Bake Off which was judged by non-class 
staff. The winners were P2CE. Well done everyone.

The Christmas Fayre raised over £1200. Thanks to all 
for their support. 



P1

super pavlova together. We have enjoyed our class
n and learning to 

listen, getting to know characters and sequencing 
the story. We have been learning about the first 
Christmas and have been fantastic whilst practising 
for our Nativity. Our pathway 3 children have enjoyed 
learing about continents in Geography and looking at 
old and new Christmas images in History. Another 
highlight has been a visiting folk group called 

singing and dancing and some were even able to 
conduct as well! Great fun.  

P1A

theatre visits to see the Playful Tiger, to increasing 
our use of PECs, progress with communication and 
learning has been at the centre of all we do.  3 of us 
have been growing in confidence with our singing 
and will perform solos during the nativity!  Ove

good work and made new friends in class.

P2A

P2 A have been working really hard this term. They 
all enjoyed a trip to the Reform Synagogue in 
Newcastle this term. Pupils learnt about the different 
prayers and ceremonies and were able to hold and 
experience different artefacts. In Science the pupils 
have been learning about ow to keep themselves 
healthy. We have learnt about ow to brush our teeth, 
healthy eating, and why it is important to wash our 
air and keep it smart and tidy! The pupils have 
thoroughly enjoyed our art lessons this term. We 
have looking at different techniques with paint. 
Despite the messy fingers, the pupils produced some 
fabulous sunset paintings!

S2

All pupils in S2 have had a fantastic fun term, made 
lots of progress in all areas of their curriculum 
developing positive friendships and skills for adult 
hood. We have attended a Workshop in the Apple 
Store in the Metro Centre, sketched in the BALTIC 
arts centre and developed our hen keeping skills at a 
local farm.

S1

This term in S1 we have been on lots of trips. We visited 
Consett Pet and aquatics where we learned how to take 
care of tropical fish. Steve even gave us 4 guppies to 
take back to class! We have also visited Consett Christ 
Church where we learned all about how Christians 
celebrate harvest Val showed us around the church and 
taught us some new harvest songs. 

S1A

S1A had a fantastic day raising money for children a 
need. We carried out a variety of activities, Pudsey 
lotto, colour a Pudsey and baked a cake in the shape of 

and measure ingredients. Look at the fantastic result!!! 

Cake was delicious!!!

P2CE

Primary 2 CE have been working very hard in the 
sensory room, integrating all their senses and 
working on their visual awareness during their 
weekly sensory sessions focused on the story 

P2CE have also enjoyed visits to our new school 
library where they chose books to bring back to 
class and share stories with friends.

F1A

In F1A, we have had a fantastic term, welcoming our 
fantastic new children Freya, Jayden and Harvie into 
our class. All the children have settled into their 
learning well, and we have had some lovely 
experiences in our outside area, soft play and sensory 
rooms. We have been baking cakes, playing different 
musical instruments, painting using our hands and 
feet and feeling different textures during messy 
play. We have learnt to take turns, we are beginning 
to use PECS to communicate and are brilliant at lying 
still for quiet time. A super term! Well done 
everybody!


